
Celebrating 150 Years of Excellence
in Church Window Guards

n C. Aiano & Sons Ltd., the leading maker of wire mesh window guards 
for churches and heritage buildings, is celebrating its 150th birthday 

this year. In 1860 Charles Aiano, son of the well known Canterbury-based 
barometer maker, set up his wireworks in Poplar, East London, making C. 
Aiano & Sons one of the oldest wireworks in the country.  

It was a bold move by Charles who had originally followed in his father’s 
footsteps as a barometer maker, learning his trade among the many Italian 
barometer makers who settled in London in the nineteenth century. Yet 
Charles was not content in the barometer business, or perhaps he sensed 
the times were changing and the Victorian passion for instruments would 
wane.  In any case he decided to branch out into a new kind of business. 
He moved his young family to London and set about learning the skills and 
crafts of wireworking. Charles and his young family lived at the heart of the 
vibrant Italian émigré community in Hatton Garden on the site of what was 
soon to become the Italian Church. 

Wireworking in those days was quite different from now. There was no 
such material as weld mesh or stainless steel, of course. But many of the 
skills and techniques that Charles would have learned, used and developed 
are still used by Aiano today. To our knowledge, Aiano is the only company 
in the country still making woven mesh window guards to protect 

precious stained glass and leaded light 
windows. Similarly, Aiano has strived 
to remain true to Charles’ values of 
quality engineering and craftsmanship 
learned when he was in the barometer 
trade. Aiano is unique in retaining and 
nurturing many traditional wire weaving 
skills such as diamond mesh, lacing and 
others. 

Aiano has 150 years’ continuous 
experience of making window guards 
for churches and heritage buildings 
and Aiano wireworkers and welders are 
second to none. They take enormous 
pride in their work and pay great 
attention to detail.

Making quality window guards to protect church windows is not only 
about quality wireworking. Each church building has its own particular 
requirements and Aiano starts each job with a site survey to take templates 
and ascertain the exact needs and constraints of the job. This process 
requires accuracy and experience in order to ensure that the finished 
window guards fit perfectly into the space allowed for each window. Aiano 
is especially skilled at making the complex shapes and lines of individual 
traceries.

Each and every church is different. Some churches have the legacy of a 
mixture of different guards installed over the years – inside the reveal, over 
the reveal, weld mesh, woven mesh, galvanised, stainless steel and so on. At 
some churches, guards have been hammered into place with masonry nails 
that have cracked and damaged Victorian brickwork. And some guards are 
simply too ill-fitting to look neat 
and do their job properly. A bad 
guard stands out like a sore thumb, 
whereas a good guard, an Aiano 
guard, should be barely noticeable. 
In recent months Aiano has 
completed work for St Anne’s Kew 
Green, Amesbury Abbey Church, 
St. Simon’s Shepherd’s Bush and 
St Alban’s Cathedral, to name but 
a few. 

Aiano makes window guards from both woven mesh and weld mesh 
according to the requirements of the job. However, with 150 years’ 

experience making window guards 
they are convinced that the traditional 
woven mesh methods are the best. 
Woven mesh guards are longer lasting 
and have a natural hand-crafted beauty 
that is more in keeping with the fabric 
of the church – beautiful stonework, 
brickwork, iron and stained glass. 

One of the secrets of Aiano’s 
success over the last 150 years has 
been the ability to blend traditional 
craftsmanship and understanding 
of church window guards with a 
willingness to embrace and adapt to 
new technologies and materials. Aiano 
stainless steel window guards, when 
powder coated black, are extremely 
long lasting and unobtrusive. The 
Aiano guard is a beautiful object 
in itself, a product of 150 years of 
experience and craftsmanship, but it is 
a subtle beauty that complements and 
never competes with or detracts from 
the stars of the show – the stonework 
and the windows. q

An Aiano window guard from 
the 1970s at All Saints, Poplar

A good window guard, an Aiano guard, should be beautiful 
but barely noticeable

These uncoated guards show how 
perfectly Aiano guards are made to 
fit and line up within the reveal


